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RELEASE DATE
25TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: World Village
File Under: World music / Albania/UK
Catalogue No: 450022
Barcode: 3149026007529
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Kabatronics

FANFARA TIRANA MEETS TRANSGLOBAL UNDERGROUND

It is with great pleasure and an imaginary shot of raki that we announce the next production from WORLD VILLAGE UK.
Albanian brass maestros FANFARA TIRANA team up with the UK’s TRANSGLOBAL UNDERGROUND for a
rumbustious new musical progeny they call KABATRONICS.

The two maverick groups have conceived a truly dynamic cross-border, cross-cultural jamboree. Drawing on a Tom
Tiddler’s ground of musical treasures, Balkan and otherwise, they exchange ideas, melodies and lyrics to tell new tales of
mystery and re-imagination in a sparkling celebration of life, love and solidarity, with roots in history and sights on
the future.  

The DIGITAL SINGLE of No Guns to the Wedding has already hit the ether, with a bonus rib-shaking remix by the man
DJ NEVENKO. A second digital single (Three Beauties + Dr Das Remix) will follow later. European TOUR DATES for
Spring 2013 are also expected soon, to be followed by a Summer tour of European festivals.

"Transglobal Underground and the Fanfara Tirana share many qualities. Both are rooted in a native popular culture,
which serves them as a springboard to explore and deconstruct the cultures of others, approaching them with curiosity,
fascination and wit, searching for common ground in an endless dialogue of possibilities...pitting a grass-roots creative
solidarity against the machinery of globalism, building fellowships from below." Kim Burton (from the sleevenotes)

1 	Qaj Maro (Cry, Mary) 	5'25 	 
2 	Weeping Willow Tree 	4'04 	 
3 	No Guns To The Wedding 	4'34 	 
4 	Kabatronics 	4'46 	 
5 	Three Beauties 	5'34 	 
6 	Bring The Bride In 	2'51 	 
7 	Shtojzovalle 	4'00 	 
8 	Flowers Lament 	5'57 	 
9 	Baklava Revanche 	5'40 	 
10 	Aferdita 	5'40 	 
11 	Mehndi 	4'45 	 
12 	The Eagle Takes Flight 	3'34 	 
13 	No Guns To The Wedding (DJ Nevenko Remix) 	4'59 	 
14 	Three Beauties (Dr Das Remix) 	4'51 	



RELEASE DATE
25TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Edition Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EDN1038
Barcode: 5065001530425
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
KENNY WHEELER flugelhorn
NORMA WINSTONE vocals
LONDON VOCAL PROJECT directed by Pete
Churchill
NIKKI ILES piano
MARK LOCKHEART saxophones
STEVE WATTS double bass
JAMES MADDREN drums

Mirrors

KENNY WHEELER, NORMA WINSTONE, LONDON VOCAL
PROJECT

Kenny Wheeler and Norma Winstone have been at the forefront of the European Jazz scene for the last five decades,
gaining the admiration and reverence of all generations of musicians and fans. 

Mirrors is a major new suite of music composed by Kenny Wheeler, set to poems by Stevie Smith, Lewis Carroll and 
W.B. Yeats. with Norma Winstone on vocals, joined by the London Vocal Project (a 24-piece choir directed by the
inimitable Pete Churchill) and a quartet of the most renowned and celebrated musicians in British Jazz: pianist Nikki Iles,
saxophonist Mark Lockheart, bassist Steve Watts and drummer James Maddren.  

Mirrors is vast in conception and world class in execution. It is bold, highly original and undeniably a record which will
create huge attention. It is an important and pivotal album in Kenny Wheeler’s career and one that is sure to go down in
history as one of his ‘classic’ albums.

Expect major press attention!

Only UK performance of Mirrors: 25th May - Kings Place, London, Hall 1 

1 	Humpty Dumpty 	5'23 	/ 2 	The Broken Heart 	3'58 / 3 	The Lover Mourns 	5'36 	 / 4 	Black March 	7'48 / 5 	Through the
Looking Glass 	8'59 	 / 6 	The Hat 	3'59 / 7 	Breughel 	5'57 / 8 	Tweedledum 	8'37 / 9 	The Bereaved Swan 	6'16 / 10 	The
Deathly Child 	8'42 	 / 11 	My Soul 	4'22



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: No Format!
File Under: World music / Mali
Catalogue No: NOF21
Barcode: 3298494630040
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

At Peace

BALLAKÉ SISSOKO

In 2009, in the depths of the Malian night, Ballaké Sissoko and Vincent Segal recorded the stripped down dialogues of
“Chamber Music”. The album collected rave reviews and became an instant classic. But Ballaké Sissoko isn’t in the
business of sequels. “I didn’t want to do Chamber Music all over again, confirmed Ballaké Sissoko, I wanted to work in its
continuation.” 

“At Peace” relies on the strong bond that unites its actors, but it is also an adventurous record, full of chance encounters
and acrobatics. The peace displayed in the album is the peace of the brave, of musicians who aren’t afraid to rub
shoulders with the unexpected and unprecedented. Three of the nine tracks are solo kora, the others feature some or all
of the Special Guests: Vincent Segal (cello), Aboubacar Diabaté (12-string guitar), Moussa Diabaté (guitar) and Fassery
Diabaté (balafon).

* Ballaké Sissoko is one of the foremost kora players in world music
* made his breakthrough on 'New Ancient Strings' With Toumani Diabate. Has also made albums with Taj Mahal and
Ludovico Einaudi
* appeared on BBC TVs The Culture Show with Vincent Segal
* played several high profile gigs with 'Chamber Music' - Barbican, London Jazz Festival, WOMAD etc
* Album of 2012 in The African Report magazine/website
* UK PR by Sally Reeves (World Circuit etc) - confirmed reviews to run in: Guardian, Telegraph, Financial Times,
Evening Standard, MOJO, Jazzwise, Songlines (Top of the World award). Features to run in Sunday Times and
Songlines. More press and radio to be confirmed.

Track listing:			
1 	Maimouna 	3'35 / 2 	Boubalaka 	4'41 / 3 	Badjourou 	4'00 / 4 	Kabou 	4'14 / 5 	Nalesonko 	5'51 / 6 	Kalata Diata 	5'21 /
7 	N'Tomikorobougou 	10'20 / 8 	Asa Branca 	3'09 / 9 	Kalanso 	3'15



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Cristal
File Under: World music / Senegal
Catalogue No: CR200
Barcode: 3149028027525
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ousmane Ba - Peul flute
Ablaye Cissoko - kora
Babou Ngom - sabar solo
Jean-Jacques Avenel - bass
Simon Goubert - drums
Mbaye Gueye Faye - sabar
Bassirou Faye – sabar

African Jazz Roots

ABLAYE CISSOKO & SIMON GOUBERT

A meeting of African tradition and French jazz, conceived in Senegal in 2009 at the Saint Louis Jazz Festival where
Magma drummer Simon Goubert first encountered the kora player Ablaye Cissoko. Mutual appreciation in time became a
band, who debuted at the same festival the following year. From that came a recording, made in Dakar in 2011.

The jazz rhythm section of drums and double bass is joined by Peul flute, kora and sabar drums in a seamless and
imaginative cross-cultural exchange. Aside from his long career with French prog kings Magma, Goubert has followed his
own exploratory jazz path, with a keen ear for world music. Cissoko has risen to prominence in the crowded kora field
with his collaborative albums with German trumpeter Volker Goetze. 

Goetze is also behind GRIOT, a documentary film that stars Cissoko. The film was shot in Senegal. Until then, Goetze had
not known much about griots, but once his interest had been piqued, he wanted to share what he’d learned with a larger
audience. Eventually, he came to collaborate with Academy Award-nominated documentarian Sam Pollard (who has also
worked with Spike Lee) on the film, which is currently being readied for submissions to film festivals internationally, and
which had its first pre-screening at Womex in 2011. 

Track listing:
1 Cameleon 2'12 
2 Spirit Wall 12'25 
3 Llo-Djarabi-Balacos 9'40 
4 From Heart to Heart 2'37 
5 Kaw 4'18 
6 Marché Tilène 10'42 
7 Waxtan 7'25 
8 Drôles D'Oiseaux 4'15



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Discograph
File Under: World music / France
Catalogue No: 6149942
Barcode: 3700426918046
Price: 2 x MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack

Crazy & Crazy Friends EP

ORNETTE

Ornette grew up in a family of artists, actors and singers. After training at the conservatoire, she developed a passion for
jazz. She made her debut on the professional scene at the tender age of 25, playing keys for Alain Bashung, Peter Von
Poehl and Arthur H. When Ornette began to write her first solo songs, mixing bluesy melancholia and catchy pop, she
handed over the delicate task of providing her songs with body without weighing them down to Emiliano Turi, her lifelong
comrade, who thus became her album's producer.  

Crazy is a stellar and ethereal record that is all about balance: choruses that work their way into the brain and won't let
go, a groove that gets hips moving and chiselled melodies that go straight to the heart, as first single "Crazy" superbly
exemplifies. Equally lovable are the brass parts that cast a shadow over the romantic "There's A Man", the slightly
solemn lyrical urgency of "The Lion and the Doll", or the rattling piano on "Totta's Unicorn". An album on a par with
offerings by Feist, Kate Nash or The Bird and The Bee, ranking among the best illustrations of a modern, feminine and
stylish kind of pop music.  

The bonus EP Crazy Friends includes among others a house remix of "Crazy" by Nôze; a duet with American
rapper Mike Ladd (Ornette sings in French), a cover of Justice, and a duet with French singer Ours! The more the
merrier! 



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Winter&Winter
File Under: World music / Argentina
Catalogue No: 910193-2
Barcode: 025091019328
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Andrés Linetzky - piano, musical director 
Nicolás Capsitski - first bandoneon
Amijai Shalev - second bandoneon 
Alejandro Schaikis - first violin
Javiera Gonzalez - second violin 
Patricio Cotella - bass
Marcelo Costa - vocals

Las Huellas En El Mar

ANDRES LINETZKY & VALE TANGO

Vale Tango with musical director Andrés Linetzky is one of the most important young groups of the present tango scene.
Since 1997 Andrés Linetzky and producer Stefan Winter have worked together, record four albums for tango aficionados.
The fascinating Linetzky family history »The Linetzky Family – Diaspora in Buenos Aires« was also released as a
musical documentary.

Vale Tango plays authentic music and remains at the same time faithful to a historic style. The interpretations of Andrés
Linetzky's music are characterized by an incredibly fresh and individual approach. The musicians on the one side shine
with their sensitive interplay and on the other side with outstanding soloistic passages. All compositions are penned by
Andrés Linetzky and are tailor-made for the group. Vale Tango strives after creating a new tango alchemy without
changing the grand air of tango. 



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Accords Croisés
File Under: World music / Palestine
Catalogue No: AC147
Barcode: 3149028032321
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD

Nhaoul'

KAMILYA JUBRAN & SARAH MURCIA

A collaboration between the French double bass player Sarah Murcia and the  Palestinian oud player and singer Kamilya
Jubran, who first met when Murcia joined the Palestinian group Sabreen for whom Jabrun was the singer. 

The musicians, with a three-piece string section, express their musical exchange and complicity. A project that draws an
arch between early 20th century classical Arabic music and the two young musicians' contemporary reflections.

Excellent packaging and sleeve notes as is customary from the Accords Croises label.

1 	Hayati 	9'35 	 
2 	Kam 	12'13 	 
3 	Laitani 	4'48 	 
4 	Suite Nomade 1 	3'12 	 
5 	Suite Nomade 2 	12'41 	 
6 	Suite Nomade 3 	5'27



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Mi'ster Productions
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: IBM4
Barcode: 3149028029826
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: special
Ibrahim Maalouf - trumpet
Larry Grenadier - bass
Clarence Penn - drums
Mark Turner - sax 
Frank Woeste - piano

Wind 

IBRAHIM MAALOUF

Ibrahim Maalouf, Lebanon-born but a Paris-resident since age seven, is THE trumpet star of the contemporary French
jazz scene. His first three albums revealed an eclectic approach to composition wherein Arabic maqams would nestle
comfortably alongside Led Zeppelin-esque riffs, an approach to music that has won him many fans from outside the
confines of jazz.

Asked by the French national film library to compose a soundtrack to a silent movie, Maalouf chose René Clair’s film
"The Prey of the Wind". The project allowed Maalouf to fulfil two wishes - first to compose for a film, and second to
compose a piece that could be very much inspired by Miles Davis’ music in Louis Malle’s "Lift to the Scaffold" but with the
quarter-tone trumpet. 

The album was recorded in New York with the superb trio of Larry Grenadier (bass),  Clarence Penn (drums) and Mark
Turner (saxophone), and French pianist/arranger Frank Woeste. These musicians are greatly respected both in
traditional and avant-garde jazz circles for their openness of mind, their creativity and their musicality. 

* Maalouf has a unique approach, and an eclectic and unique sound
* rapid rise in UK popularity following BBC Radio 4 Today Programme appearance
* also received airplay on BBC Radios 1, 3 & 6
* sold out gigs at Purcell Room and Rich Mix
* UK PR campaign aimed at raising Maalouf's profile, towards replicating his massive success in France 
* attractively packaged in lidded box

Track listing:
1 	Doubts 	3'31 / 2 	Suspicions 	7'10 / 3 	Waiting 	4'51 / 4 	Questions & Answers 	4'38 / 5 	Waiting 2 	0'55 / 6 	Excitement
	6'45 / 7 	Certainty 	6'09 / 8 	Sensuality 	7'42 / 9 	Issues 	6'03 / 10 	Surprises 	6'28 / 11 	Doubts 2 	4'55 / 12 	Mystery 	3'25



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7247
Barcode: 632375724726
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Jeremy Pelt, trumpet
Roxy Coss, reeds
Burniss Earl Travis, bass
David Bryant / Frank LoCrasto, keyboards
Dana Hawkins, drums
Jeffrey Haynes, perc.
Ra-Re Valverde, vocal (one track)

Water and Earth

JEREMY PELT

For most trumpeters in jazz today it must be difficult to walk the tightrope stretched between the pits of history and
progress but Jeremy Pelt has been doing it with ease.  From his first professional gig with the Mingus band through his
10 CDs as a leader, Pelt has maintained remarkable forward momentum.  Today, at the peak of his powers, his bands
have been lauded for their intense interplay which calls to mind Miles, Wayne Shorter and Tony Williams.  It is the spirit
of the 1969-70 Miles Davis that is conjured with this, Jeremy’s latest ensemble and newest recording.  Using some
electronics - including the Rhodes, Prophet and trumpet effects - the band defies categorization and, in Jeremy’s words,
“isn’t about a change in direction as much as it’s about strengthening my commitment to my art at present.”  

TRACKS:  Reimagine the World • Mystique • In Dreams • Boom Bishop • Meditations on a Conversation We Had • Stay
(featuring Ra-Re Valverde) • Pieces of a Dream • Prior Convictions • Butterfly Dreams

Also available:
HCD7233 Soul - #7 in Jazzwise Top 20 albums of 2012
HCD7216 The Talented Mr Pelt
HCD7203 Men of Honor



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Savant
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: SCD2126
Barcode: 633842212623
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Harvie S, acoustic bass
Kenny Barron, piano

Witchcraft

HARVIE S. & KENNY BARRON

WITCHCRAFT is merely the latest marker in a long career that's found Harvie S paired with such legends as John
Scofield, Stan Getz, Chet Baker, Dexter Gordon, Jim Hall, Michael Brecker, Joe Lovano, Yusef Lateef, Mark Turner and
Sheila Jordan.  His association with piano legend Kenny Barron dates back at least to 1986 when they first recorded a
series of duets together with spare time left from another recording session.  WITCHCRAFT is cut from the same cloth as
their previous album, with S and Barron coaxing quite a variety of textures and color from the two-instrument format,
exploring all the tonal possibilities available to them.   With its varied set list of standards and jazz tunes, enjoy an hour of
some fine and intimate music making with Kenny Barron and Harvie S.  And if anyone asks you what the “S” stands for,
look them right in the eye and say, “Superb!”

Track Listing:  Autumn Nocturne • Deep Night • For Heaven's Sake • Creepin' • Juan's Theme • Rio • Sonia Braga • Until
Tomorrow • Wig Wise • Witchcraft



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9514-2
Barcode: 614427951427
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Céline Bonacina / baritone saxophone
Kevin Reveyrand / electric bass
Hary Ratsimbazafy / drums

Guests:
Himiko Paganotti / vocals
Pascal Schumacher / vibraphone & glockenspiel
Special Guest: Mino Cinelu / percussion
On Bonus Track:
Michael Wollny / piano
Lars Danielsson / bass

Open Heart

CÉLINE BONACINA TRIO

“Open Heart“ is the second album by the French baritone saxophonist, with the trio that she has recently formed with the
excellent drummer Hary Ratsimbazafy from Madagascar and electric bass player Kevin Reveyrand. Similarly to her
impressive ACT debut “Way of Life”, for which she was nominated for the “Victoire du Jazz” prize and selected as one of
five “Rising Stars” of the “Take Five Europe” scheme for emerging artists, the name again speaks for itself. 

On almost all the compositions on “Open Heart” Bonacina is joined by prominent guests: the metallic timbre of Pascal
Schumacher’s vibraphone, who was recently awarded the Echo jazz prize, can be heard on several pieces, singer
Himiko Paganotti sings in the background and appears as a soloist and co-composer on “So Close So Far” as well as on
the funky duet “Snap the Slap” with Bonacina’s almost-singing baritone saxophone. There are also East African elements
and sega rhythms from La Reunion on “Wild World” and “Desert”, both compositions spiced up by the percussion sounds
of Mino Cinelu. The bonus track (from ACT's Jubilee Concert) features Michael Wollny and Lars Danielsson.

01 Souffle d´un Songe 1:54
02 Circle Dance 4:32
03 Wild World 5:00
04 Bayrum 4:08
05 So Close So Far (C. Bonacina & H. Paganotti) 6:27
06 Watch Your Step (K. Reveyrand) 4:44
07 Out Of Everywhere 5:03
08 Pierrot (K. Reveyrand) 3:29
09 Desert 6:05
10 Open Heart 3:09
11 Snap The Slap 2:47
12 Bonus Track: Lonely Dancer (M. Wollny) 5:05



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9543-2
Barcode: 614427954329
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Eric Schaefer / drums & electronics
Tom Arthurs / trumpet & flugelhorn
Volker Meitz / organ, Fender Rhodes &
keyboards
John Eckhardt / bass

Who is Afraid of Richard W.?

ERIC SCHAEFER

Of the members of the German jazz trio [em], Eric Schaefer is the most eclectic in his musical tastes and influences, but
still the choice of material for his first solo record may come as a surprise, as he takes on without doubt the most
controversial and monumental of all opera composers - Richard Wagner.

When Schaefer says "It all added up to an appealing mix for me," it is a huge understatement. Seldom did classical
music sound so fresh. Never has anyone mastered the monumentality and the most subtle emotions in Wagner's work so
fascinatingly and casually – thanks to the persuasive concept that breathes new vivacity into the old master with
infusions of progrock and new wave, ambient and dub.

01 Prelude to a Prelude (Schaefer/Wagner) 1:32
02 Walküre 3:37
03 Waldweben 6:51
04 Lohengrin I 2:53
05 Siegfried Idyll 3:37
06 Isoldes Verklärung 2:19
07 Nietzsche in Disguise (Schaefer) 5:41
08 Tannhäuser 3:24
09 Amazingly Slow (Schaefer) 3:35
10 Dante Sonata (Liszt) 3:46
11 Love and Death (Schaefer/Meitz/Arthurs/Eckhardt) 2:55
12 Tristan 2:35
13 Lohengrin II 2:53

Richard Wagner revisited by Eric Schaefer, unless otherwise noted



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9544-2
Barcode: 614427954428
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Dieter Ilg / bass
Rainer Böhm / piano
Patrice Heral / drums

Parsifal

DIETER ILG

Jazz and classical, Dieter Ilg knows both worlds well. Partly to learn about the history of music, he studied classical
double bass at the Freiburg music academy though he had decided to become a jazz bass player at the age of 16.

Now one of the leading jazz bassists in Europe, Ilg has occupied himself for years with Guiseppe Verdi, a contemporary
and Italian Counterpart of that most formidable, gigantic, and definitely most German of all opera composers, Richard
Wagner. With his trio, his subtle and unique interpretation of the famed Verdi opera "Otello" (in live and studio versions),
Ilg elicited rave reviews from critics and audiences alike. So it wasn't a giant leap from Verdi to Wagner, and least of all to
his last opera, ‘Parsifal’, which also lends its name to Ilg's latest ACT album. 

Ilg approached his ‘Parsifal’ entirely without intellectualisation and free of inhibitions. There were no strict guidelines for
his companions, Rainer Böhm who masters the situational challenge spectacularly again, as does the French drummer
Patrice Héral, who once again melodically and sensitively integrates himself in a way that few of his fellow percussionists
master.

01 Zum Raum wird hier die Zeit 5:15
02 Glocken 3:55
03 Parsifal 4:18
04 Morgengebet 4:36
05 Ich bin ein reiner Tor 4:49
06 Zaubergarten 6:32
07 Amfortas 4:34
08 Unerhörtes 4:01
09 Herzeleid 0:44
10 Kundry 4:23
11 Von Welt zu Welt 5:37
12 Klageruf 3:33
13 Sehnsucht 3:44
Total time: 56:07



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Discograph
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 6150022
Barcode: 3700426918213
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Eric Legnini - piano, Fender Rhodes, percussion
Franck Agulhon - drums, percussion
Thomas Bramerie - bass
Hugh Coltman - vocals on 2, 3 & 6
Mamani Keita - vocals on 4 & 8
Emi Meyer - vocals on 5
Boris Pokora - tenor sax, baritone sax, flute
Julien Alour - trumpet, flugelhorn
Jerry Edwards - trombone
Da Romeo - electric guitar on 4 & 8
Xavier Tribolet - G Nord Modular on 3
David Donatien - percussion on 4

Sing Twice!

ERIC LEGNINI AND THE AFRO JAZZ BEAT

No doubt Sing Twice!, from its very conception, makes its intentions clear: it is a pop-edged jazz album and a
jazz-adorned pop album.

With his 2011 album The Vox, with singer Krystle Warren, Eric Legnini made a record whose very title emphasised his
desire for a promi-sing future. In 2013, our leading man is staying on course with Sing Twice! Ten gifted fingers – or thirty
when you include drummer Franck Agulhon and bassist Thomas Bramerie – and three capital voices: there you have the
magic formula, spiced up here and there with a brass section, a funky guitar and afro-jazz-beat percussion. The vocalists
include British singer Hugh Coltman, whose three superlative themes give this album much of its multi-layered and
unique personality, and two female vocalists who add their own complementary colours: Mamani Keita from Mali and the
American-Japanese singer Emi Meyer.

* features in the Jazz FM chart in February's Jazzwise
* airplay by Jazz FM's Chris Phillips and Mike Chadwick
* further press and radio to follow

TRACKLISTING
01 Sing Twice!
02 Salisbury Plain - feat. Hugh Coltman
03 Snow Falls - feat. Hugh Coltman
04 Yan Kadi - feat. Mamani Keïta
05 Winter Heron - feat. Emi Meyer
06 If Only For a Minute - feat. Hugh Coltman
07 Carmignano
08 The Source - feat. Mamani Keïta
09 We Love Shibuya
10 Cinecittà



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: Discograph
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 6158176
Barcode: 3700426918275
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 LP
Eric Legnini - piano, Fender Rhodes, percussion
Franck Agulhon - drums, percussion
Thomas Bramerie - bass
Hugh Coltman - vocals on 2, 3 & 6
Mamani Keita - vocals on 4 & 8
Emi Meyer - vocals on 5
Boris Pokora - tenor sax, baritone sax, flute
Julien Alour - trumpet, flugelhorn
Jerry Edwards - trombone
Da Romeo - electric guitar on 4 & 8
Xavier Tribolet - G Nord Modular on 3
David Donatien - percussion on 4

Sing Twice! LP

ERIC LEGNINI AND THE AFRO JAZZ BEAT

VINYL VERSION OF THE NEW ALBUM

No doubt Sing Twice!, from its very conception, makes its intentions clear: it is a pop-edged jazz album and a
jazz-adorned pop album.

With his 2011 album The Vox, with singer Krystle Warren, Eric Legnini made a record whose very title emphasised his
desire for a promi-sing future. In 2013, our leading man is staying on course with Sing Twice! Ten gifted fingers – or thirty
when you include drummer Franck Agulhon and bassist Thomas Bramerie – and three capital voices: there you have the
magic formula, spiced up here and there with a brass section, a funky guitar and afro-jazz-beat percussion. The vocalists
include British singer Hugh Coltman, whose three superlative themes give this album much of its multi-layered and
unique personality, and two female vocalists who add their own complementary colours: Mamani Keita from Mali and the
American-Japanese singer Emi Meyer.

* features in the Jazz FM chart in February's Jazzwise
* airplay by Jazz FM's Chris Phillips and Mike Chadwick
* further press and radio to follow



RELEASE DATE
11TH FEBRUARY 2013

Label: bonsai
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: BON121101
Barcode: 3149028030921
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ben Sidran, piano, Wurlitzer piano, Hammond
organ, vocals
Will Bernard, guitar
John Ellis, saxophone
Orlando le Fleming, bass
Tim Luntzel, bass
Moses Patrou, percussion
Mark Shim, saxophone
Leo Sidran, drums
Trixie Waterbed, backing vocals

Don't Cry For No Hipster

BEN SIDRAN

   Ben Sidran has been a major force in the modern day history of jazz and rock & roll having played keyboards with or
produced such artists as Steve Miller, Mose Allison, Diana Ross, Boz Scaggs, Phil Upchurch, Tony Williams, Jon
Hendricks, Richie Cole and Van Morrison.

  It's been a long and varied journey for Ben Sidran—from playing boogie woogie piano as a six year old in Racine,
Wisconsin, leaning into his jazz records, listening to a Blue Mitchell solo "literally like an Eskimo huddled around a fire", to
growing up to play boogie woogie piano around the world and, eventually, recording with Blue Mitchell on his first solo
album. Despite the reality that Sidran is better known in Europe and Japan than in America—a fact of life for most jazz
musicians—Ben Sidran is an American success story.

The hipster is a semi-mythical figure in American pop culture.  Decades before the term was used to describe young cats
in small hats, it was used during Prohibition to describe a denizen of the night who arrived at the club with a flask in his
back pocket.  Hence "I'm hip" meant "I'm carrying".  But it soon came to mean much more than that. Jazz and poetry,
black threads and berets, might have been outward manifestations of the phenomenon during the beatnik craze of the
50s but they were no more the essence of the thing than the uniform is to the player. And it was a well known fact among
hipsters that anybody who self-identified as a hipster was, by definition, not one. 

1 	Back Nine 	4'35 	 / 2 	Brand New Music 	3'27 / 3 	Don't Cry For No Hipster 	4'59 	 / 4 	At Least We Got To The Race
	3'05 / 5 	Can We Talk 	5'30 	 / 6 	In The Beginning 	2'35 / 7 	It Don't Get No Better 	3'41 	 / 8 	Dying Anyway 	4'14 / 9
	Private Guy 	4'03 	 / 10 	Reflections 	4'23 	/ 11 	Take A Little Hit 	3'02 / 12 	16 Tons 	3'37 	 / 13 	Rich Interior Life 	2'45 /
14 	Hooglin' 	4'39

Also available:
BON041103 Sentimental Journey (compilation)
BON081101 Ciens Noches
BON091101 Dylan Different
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Anthony Braxton - alto & sopranino saxophone
Jon Raskin - baritone saxophone
Dred Scott - piano
Cecil McBee - bass
Andrew Cyrille - drums

Eight (+1) Tristano Compositions 1989 for Warne Marsh

ANTHONY BRAXTON

I would like to make a few notes and hopefully clear up a potential misunderstanding or two. Most importantly, no matter
what you think about the original Tristano performances, this music is not “cool” – with feverish intensity, volcanic
dynamics, explosive technique, aggressive attitudes … there is an enormous amount of drama here, and none of it is
sedate, reticent, or bloodless. Note the treacherously difficult heads on tunes like “Two Not One,” “Dreams,” “Lennie’s
Pennies,” and “April,” and the hang-on-to-the-roller-coaster-with-your-fingernails-for-dear-life endings, where the question
is not how they can find the notes at all at such breathless tempos, but how are they able to invest them with such
meaning, such emotion? Note how Braxton puts his personal stamp on the music, retaining his own stylistic character –
and adding an un-quenchable sense of emotional urgency – to his solos, stretching the material without distorting its
nature, and avoiding mimicking Marsh and Konitz’s solutions to these compositional conundrums. 

Note the solid, unshakeable foundation of Andrew Cyrille and Cecil McBee. Note the rigorous, rousing contributions of
Jon Raskin. Note the imaginative touch, fluid invention, and remarkable poise of pianist Dred Scott, a 25-year-old
discovery of Braxton’s, in his jazz recording debut. Note the commitment, note the risks taken, note the rewards. Then
give credit where it’s due, marvel, and enjoy.        – Art Lange (from the sleeve notes)
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Samuel Blaser - trombone
Marc Ducret - guitar
Banz Oester - bass
Gerald Cleaver - drums

As The Sea

SAMUEL BLASER QUARTET

It's that kind of trust that turns lack of rehearsal from disadvantage to advantage, lending it an exhilarating edge that
comes from being placed in a new situation without any kind of safety net. Record producer/ambient music progenitor
Brian Eno wrote, in his Oblique Strategies, "Honor thy error as hidden intention"; clearly a modus operandi for Samuel
Blaser and his group. That this group can navigate Samuel Blaser's challenging composite of form and freedom with
such effortless aplomb speaks to its growing chemistry, each member's ability to listen, and a collective musical
background that extends far beyond the jazz tradition. – John Kelman, June 2012 (from the sleeve notes)

"Blaser is currently seen as one of the brightest new stars in the jazz-trombone firmament, and this performance amply
demonstrated the soundness of this assessment." - Vortex, London

"As The Sea, like the sea, is a both a tranquil and violent entity, four musicians contributing to a wave of music that starts
quietly and builds slowly and progressively more powerfully...it's a fantastic album." - Free Jazz blog
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The Complete (1956-1962) 
Precious & Rare Collection
ARETHA FRANKLIN

Aretha Franklin's early recordings in their entirety include four original albums, two A-sides originally released as singles
and two tracks not released at the time. Both CDs have been remastered with the greatest care. The 36 page booklet
includes rare contemporary documents, a text in French and English and a detailed discography.

Albums included are:
Songs of Faith (1956)
Aretha with the Ray Bryant Combo (1960)
The Electrifying Aretha Franklin (1962)
The Tender, The Moving, The Swinging Aretha Franklin (1962)
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The Complete (1950-1961) 
Precious & Rare Collection
BIG MAMA THORNTON

Blues singer Big Mama Thornton's early recordings in their entirety include 35 tracks of which four were not released as
singles or 78's at the time. Both CDs have been remastered with the greatest care. The 36 page booklet includes rare
contemporary documents, a text in French and English and a detailed discography
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The Complete Singles 1956-1962

SAM COOKE

This anthology brings together, for the first time, all of the singles Sam Cooke released between his departure from the
Soul Stirrers in 1956 and his rise to international fame as a popular music artist in 1962. Varied in their themes, from the
bitterest rhythm ‘n’ blues track to the schmaltziest ballad, these sixty-three tracks (on thirty-five singles) also reflect the
influence on Cooke of gospel music, rock ‘n’ roll, jazz, blues, pop and country, and paint a vivid portrait of the first six
years of his career, two years before his tragic death in 1964.

The 72-page booklet contains info on every song, with label artwork.
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